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Daring Games. Dangerously Delicious Consequences. Lovely Eve Reynolds plays the role of a naive young debutante, but her demure
appearance hides an experienced cardplayer who, at her uncle's instigation, is engaged in fleecing London aristocrats in the high-stakes
card games favored by society. Only London's most notorious rake, Julian Clay, the Earl of Westleigh, sees through her wiles, for he
recognizes a fellow gambler when he sees one. Lured by the passion in Eve's stormy eyes, so at odds with her reserved elegance, Julian
lays impassioned siege to her. And Eve responds with a rising fire of desire that leaves behind all sensible caution, until both Julian and
Eve can think of nothing but the searing hours they spend in each other's arms. But Eve's uncle wants her to play for the highest stakes
by making a respectable match with a wealthy lord...and Eve has her own secret reason for following his plan. Although Julian began to
play recklessly to seduce a clever young lady, now he wants much more from Eve, and no one will stop him from risking everything on
one final game that might win him Eve's heart and soul forever.
Eleanor Herman, the talented author of the New York Times bestselling Sex with Kings and Sex with the Queen goes behind the sacred
doors of the Catholic Church in Mistress of the Vatican, a scintillating biography of a powerful yet little-known woman whose remarkable
story is ripe with secrets, sex, passion, and ambition. For almost four centuries this astonishing story of a woman’s absolute power over
the Vatican has been successfully buried—until now.
After being kidnapped by Mr. Chu, Atticus "Tick" Higginbottom and his friends Paul and Sofia must survive a series of tests in several
different Realities.
The game of love just got a little hotter. Vivacious Gabriella St. George is penniless yet proud. Thanks to the benevolence of a generous
relative, she gets a chance for a new life in London, never dreaming that it will entangle her in a sensual battle of wills with an irresistible
rogue who doesn’t believe in love. With one scorching caress, Anthony Black invites Gabriella to share his bed. But she wants his heart
and his name, so the determined beauty embarks on a daring game of seduction to win both. Firmly committed to the pleasures of
bachelorhood, Tony Black, Duke of Wyvern, has no intention of offering to any woman more than shared moments of erotic delight. But
Gabriella tests his mettle, undermines his resolve, and cracks the ice around his heart with each sweet smile, teasing glance, and
rapturous kiss. Suddenly a man who relishes only carnal pleasure must confront the unexpected: a passion that may lead to everlasting
love.
He will expose her masquerade, but she will expose his heart. To escape an arranged marriage, spirited Lily Bainbridge has staged her
own death, and, disguised as a boy, she fled to London and a life of freedom. Yet her plans to live masquerade as an independent widow
are thwarted by an encounter with a powerful and dangerously attractive marquis who wants to make her his mistress. Lily is afraid that
if she gives him her innocence, he’ll steal her heart. Having agreed to a marriage of convenience to honor his family duty, Ethan
Andarton, the Marquis of Vessey, has no intention of abandoning his rakish ways. Then fate intervenes in the guise of an impetuous
young lady–a woman bold enough to scheme her way to London, who tempts him with her mystery and her sensuality. Kiss after kiss,
caress after tender caress, Ethan vows to discover all of Lily’s hidden secrets. For beneath the layers of her clever ruse lies a burning
passion that will ignite a tempestuous love neither of them can deny.
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A Novel
The Secret His Mistress Carried
Beach Read
The 19th-Century Courtesan Who Built an Empire on a Secret
The Virgin Mistress
"Nothing will get in the way of my seduction. " While investigating the attempted murder against beloved
patriarch Joe Colton, hardened P.I. Austin McGrath made his own earth-shattering discovery—an undeniable
attraction to elusive beauty Rebecca Powell. This world-weary widower thought he knew women. But little
did he know that his impromptu partner was guarding a secret as closely as her virginity. What would it
take to bring the Colton foster daughter out of her shell and into his arms? Well, dammit, he was about
to find out! After all, secrets were his specialty!
Book three in the magnificent Empire Trilogy by bestselling authors Raymond E. Feist and Janny Wurts,
now available in ebook
It is November 25, 1960, and three beautiful sisters have been found near their wrecked Jeep at the
bottom of a 150-foot cliff on the north coast of the Dominican Republic. The official state newspaper
reports their deaths as accidental. It does not mention that a fourth sister lives. Nor does it explain
that the sisters were among the leading opponents of Gen. Rafael Leonidas Trujillo’s dictatorship. It
doesn’t have to. Everybody knows of Las Mariposas—“The Butterflies.” In this extraordinary novel, the
voices of all four sisters—Minerva, Patria, María Teresa, and the survivor, Dedé—speak across the
decades to tell their own stories, from hair ribbons and secret crushes to gunrunning and prison
torture, and to describe the everyday horrors of life under Trujillo’s rule. Through the art and magic
of Julia Alvarez’s imagination, the martyred Butterflies live again in this novel of courage and love,
and the human cost of political oppression.
A captivating novel based on the story of the extraordinary real-life American woman who secretly worked
for the French Resistance during World War II -- while playing hostess to the invading Germans at the
iconic Hotel Ritz in Paris -- from the New York Times bestselling author of The Aviator's Wife and The
Swans of Fifth Avenue. In March 1940, the Nazis sweep Paris and immediately take up residence in one of
the city's most iconic sites: The Hotel Ritz. There, under a roof legendary for its unprecedented luxury
and for its fabled residents -- including Coco Chanel, the Duke and Duchess of Windsor, Cole Porter,
Hemingway, Balanchine, Doris Duke, F. Scott Fitzgerald, and now Hermann Goring -- the Nazis rule over a
paralysed city. But two residents of the Ritz refuse to be defeated: its director, Claude Auzello, and
his beautiful American actress wife, Blanche. They not only oversee the smooth workings of the hotel,
but both Blanche and Claude throw themselves fearlessly into the dangerous and clandestine workings of
the French Resistance. This is a true-to-life novel of a courageous woman and her husband who put their
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marriage -- and ultimately their lives -- in jeopardy to fight for freedom. Intimate, fearless, and
moving, it spins a brilliantly and unforgettably vivid human portrait at a time of unimaginable crisis
and sacrifice.
Hannah, the recently widowed Duchess of Dunbarton, revels in her new freedom by setting her sights on
Constantine, the black sheep of the scandalous Huxtable family, whose wicked reputation rivals her own.
Pachinko (National Book Award Finalist)
The Billionaire's Housekeeper Mistress
The Secret Life of Herman Melville and the Muse of Moby-Dick
Mistress of the Empire
In the Time of the Butterflies
A ten-year-old orphan comes to live in a lonely house on the Yorkshire moors and discovers an invalid cousin and the mysteries of a locked
garden.
Now a Bride is what fans of New York Times bestselling author Mary Balogh’s Mistress series have been clamoring for: more passion and
more drama featuring the Dudley siblings. In anticipation of the enticing third book in the Mistress trilogy, The Secret Mistress, here are neverbefore-published scenes from More than a Mistress and No Man’s Mistress—plus Mary Balogh’s new epilogue for the series. • JOCELYN
AND JANE: Three new scenes—“The Proposal,” “The Wedding,” and “Return to Acton Park”—spark more fiery passion from charmingly
arrogant Jocelyn and spirited Jane. • FERDINAND AND VIOLA: Two unpublished scenes—“The Wedding” and “Home to Pinewood
Manor”—prove once again that this unlikely but perfect couple is made for each other. • THE REUNION: FIVE YEARS LATER: Enjoy a brandnew chapter that reunites readers with all three Dudley couples and their children and answers every fan’s biggest question: What happened
after the last page was turned? NEW: The enchanting prequel to the Mistress series! Readers got to know madcap Angeline and straitlaced
Edward through the romantic adventures of the Dudley brothers. But Angeline and Edward have their own story of passion to tell in The
Secret Mistress. BONUS: This eBook includes an excerpt from Mary Balogh's The Secret Mistress.
From the author of Poison and The Borgia Betrayal, comes a new historical thriller, featuring the same intriguing and beautiful heroine: Borgia
court poisoner, Francesca Giordano Mistress of death Francesca Giordano—court poisoner to the House of Borgia—returns to confront an
ancient atrocity that threatens to extinguish the light of the Renaissance and plunge the world into eternal darkness. As the enemies of Pope
Alexander VI close in and the papal court is forced to flee from Rome, Francesca joins forces with her lover, the brilliant and ruthless Cesare
Borgia to unravel a conspiracy that strikes at the heart of Christendom. But when a shattering secret from her past imperils her precarious
hold on sanity, only Francesca's own courage and resolve can draw her back from the brink of madness to save all she values most.
Lady Angeline Dudley, who harbors a secret desire for a simple marriage in spite of expectations that she marry a wealthy, titled man, must
must come up with a plan when she falls for an earl who does not return her feelings.
Hiding from the Greek… The ink is barely dry on Giorgios Letsos's divorce papers, but there's only one thing on this unstoppable Greek's
mind: finding Billie Smith, his mistress before his marriage. But the sweet, pliable woman he once knew slams the door in his face! Billie
fought hard to heal her broken heart after Gio chose to marry someone else. When he storms back into her life, she's determined not to fall
for his seduction again. Especially now that she has a secret to protect…their son. But she hadn't counted on just how badly he wants her
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back in his bed!
The Secret Garden
Mistress of the Art of Death
Revenge of the Mistress
The Secret Mistress
The Barbarian's Mistress

One more night… Tricked into believing Luis Angel Martinez was committed to marrying another
woman, and convinced he had drawn her into being his secret mistress, Shontelle had ended their
affair, declaring he'd been no more to her than an interesting Latin lover. Two years on, Luis
wasn't married and he was the only man who could get her brother's tour group out of danger…in
exchange for one more night with her. But what would it be—a night of truth, love or vengeance?
“An absolutely mesmerizing read. . . . Tana French is simply this: a truly great writer.”
—Gillian Flynn Read the New York Times bestseller by Tana French, author of the forthcoming
novel The Searcher and “the most important crime novelist to emerge in the past 10 years” (The
Washington Post). A year ago a boy was found murdered at a girlsʼ boarding school, and the case
was never solved. Detective Stephen Moran has been waiting for his chance to join Dublin’s
Murder Squad when sixteen-year-old Holly Mackey arrives in his office with a photo of the boy
with the caption: “I KNOW WHO KILLED HIM.” Stephen joins with Detective Antoinette Conway to
reopen the case—beneath the watchful eye of Holly’s father, fellow detective Frank Mackey. With
the clues leading back to Holly’s close-knit group of friends, to their rival clique, and to
the tangle of relationships that bound them all to the murdered boy, the private underworld of
teenage girls turns out to be more mysterious and more dangerous than the detectives imagined.
When a dream marriage goes wrong for a mistress-turned-wife, even perfect plan for payback may
mean losing it all in this sexy contemporary romance. Nicole finally has it all. She dreamed,
schemed, and seduced her way to media adoration and marriage to the lover she stole from his
wife. But the honeymoon phase suddenly shatters when the groom decides to win back his ex. But
if Nicole can't be the picket-fence wife, she’ll be the picture-perfect, very rich widow. And
sexing her ex-con first love will ensure his help—and keep her hot and satisfied through those
lonely grieving nights . . . To keep her own hands clean, Nicole must spin new lies, flip new
scripts—and deal with the ultimate betrayal. Keeping her enemies close means igniting secrets
and revelations even Nicole doesn’t see coming. And as an avalanche of scandal threatens
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everything she’s trying to keep, the last woman standing may be the biggest loser of all . . .
Innocent young patrician, Anniana Bibuli, is to be unwilling pawn in a game of power that will
see her wed to the decadent new emperor, Titus, unless she can escape Rome with her only
protector, a violent, Norse giant. He must get her to Pompeii before Salvia, her cruel mother,
discovers her escape. But when Pompeii is destroyed by Vesuvius, and Salvia sends assassins to
track her down, it becomes a chase across the breadth of the empire, to keep her safe. Vali has
every reason to hate Salvia, who used him as a sex-slave years before. Now he must keep her
daughter safe, not only from hired killers and the many dangers of the journey, but from the
biggest danger of all - himself, because a damaged barbarian is no fitting mate for an innocent
noble of Imperial Rome.Ninia, Anniana's handmaiden, is sent to find her mistress. But when
she's shipwrecked with Braxus she unexpectedly discovers a chance for real happiness. The only
problem - the man she's starting to love is in league with the enemy.
The national bestselling hit hailed by the New York Times as a "vibrant medieval mystery...[it]
outdoes the competition." In medieval Cambridge, England, Adelia, a female forensics expert, is
summoned by King Henry II to investigate a series of gruesome murders that has wrongly
implicated the Jewish population, yielding even more tragic results. As Adelia's investigation
takes her behind the closed doors of the country's churches, the killer prepares to strike
again.
A Secret Baby Romance
The Borgia Mistress
A Secret Affair
The Kitchen Mistress
Mistress of the Vatican
At the Logical Men’s Society—an exclusive bachelor’s club—brandy flows like water, bawdy stories
abound, and a gentleman tempted to marry is always persuaded to reconsider . . . Brandon Balfour
made the mistake of trusting his heart to the exquisite, strong-willed actress, Kate Addison, with
whom he shared one intimate night before fate intervened. Now a decade later, Brandon is a leading
member of the Logical Men’s Society—for no woman since Kate has managed to captivate him. To
Kate, the memory of that night still burns strongly, because it was followed by a stunning betrayal. A
chance encounter may have brought Brandon back into her life, but that doesn’t mean Kate will ever
forgive him. She’s vowed to make him pay—even as she realizes the promises of the young love they
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once shared are still etched upon her heart . . . Loving her exiled him. Trusting him ruined her. And
now, a clash of passions threatens everything each of them ever desired.
A new account of Herman Melville and the writing of Moby-Dick, written by a Pulitzer Prize finalist in
Biography and based on fresh archival research, which reveals that the anarchic spirit animating
Melville’s canonical work was inspired by his great love affair with a shockingly unconventional
married woman. Herman Melville’s epic novel, Moby-Dick, was a spectacular failure when it was
published in 1851, effectively ending its author’s rise to literary fame. Because he was neglected by
academics for so long, and because he made little effort to preserve his legacy, we know very little
about Melville, and even less about what he called his “wicked book.” Scholars still puzzle over what
drove Melville to invent Captain Ahab's mad pursuit of the great white whale. In Melville in Love
Pulitzer Prize-finalist Michael Shelden sheds light on this literary mystery to tell a story of Melville’s
passionate, obsessive, and clandestine affair with a married woman named Sarah Morewood, whose
libertine impulses encouraged and sustained Melville’s own. In his research, Shelden discovered
unexplored documents suggesting that, in their shared resistance to the “iron rule” of social
conformity, Sarah and Melville had forged an illicit and enduring romantic and intellectual bond.
Emboldened by the thrill of courting Sarah in secret, the pleasure of falling in love, and the
excitement of spending time with literary luminaries—like Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes and Nathaniel
Hawthorne—Melville found the courage to take the leap from light works of adventure to the hugely
brilliant, utterly subversive Moby-Dick. Filled with the rich detail and immense drama of Melville’s
secret life, Melville in Love tells the gripping story of how one of our greatest novelists found his
muse.
Determined to erase her brother's debt, Julianna agrees to be the mistress of a ruthless London
financier for six months, but both of their reputations may be ruined by a mutual enemy who learns
of their clandestine liaison.
An afternoon at the races—laced with champagne and women—is just another event for Ethan
Cartwright, until the very ordinary Daisy Donahue catches his eye. Daisy knows to keep her head
down and to stay invisible amongst the throngs of designer-clad Australian socialites. But ruthless
Ethan is intrigued by her and can't resist one passionate embrace! Daisy is devastated to be fired for
a kiss—she needs her job! That's where Ethan comes in. He has a new role in mind: housekeeper by
day, bedmate by night….
Based on the harrowing life of Eleonore Hodys, The Mistress of Auschwitz follows the true story of a
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political prisoner detained in the notorious concentration camp. While experiencing all the horrors of
the holocaust, Eleonore turns to friendship for survival. Through companionship with another female
prisoner, Eleonore must decide if she has the courage to join the resistance movement which is
planning the overthrow of their wicked oppressors. Matters are only complicated when Eleonore
unwittingly attracts the attention of the Commandant and she is forced to decide between her own
comfort or her principles.
His Favorite Mistress
The Secret Place
The Counterfeit Mistress
A Billionaire Romance

When Jason Pollack bought out Beville Holdings, he had plans for its beautiful blond receptionist. But the infamously ruthless
tycoon soon discovered that his wealth and power didn't impress Leah Johanssen. She was the first woman in a long time who didn't
want to chase him down the aisle! Leah's refusal of Jason's advances made him desire her all the more. He'd make her want him
— he wouldn't rest until he had Leah in his bed and at his command!
THE KITCHEN MISTRESS--Katherine's Story-The Letter Series-Book 3 For every woman who's had to choose between the secrets
that protect her and the people she loves the most... 1892-Des Moines Katherine Arthur and her family are back and it's time to
collect the money Mrs. Mellet left them in her will. The tidy sum will allow the family peace of mind and a future that's stable and
fulfilling. But when things don't go exactly as planned, Katherine steps up to do more than her share. Hired as a kitchen mistress,
her intuition (with the help of a mysterious recipe book), cooking prowess, and work ethic make her the perfect partner for the
enigmatic, wealthy woman next door. Then Aleksey Zurchenko arrives. Violet Pendergrass is a well-heeled, progressive woman with
half a fortune in one hand and a plan for enduring prosperity in the other. Resourceful, shrewd, and tough, Violet doesn't realize
her one and only weakness leaves her vulnerable as she attempts to solidify her independence in a 19th century world. She sees
unparalleled value in Katherine's gifts and does her best to keep the girl close, to keep her true work secret from her mother and the
world. Katherine's loyalties to her mother and Violet grow strained and soon her commitment to both frays even further as her
feelings for Aleksey grow. Katherine must decide if pursuing her work with the formidable Violet and protecting her family are
more important than following love. Can she do it all? Love, hope, joy, secrets buried in walls and hearts; all are threatened by
those who claim to care about the Arthurs. Can Katherine separate what's right and true from what it takes to survive? Are they
even different things?
From national bestselling author Niobia Bryant comes a sexy, unforgettable novel about love, infidelity, and the importance of
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keeping your friends close—and your enemies closer. . . Through good times and bad, longtime friends Jaime, Renee, Aria, and
Jessa have shared just about everything. But all hell breaks loose when Jessa texts them a shocking revelation: she's been sharing
her bed—with one of their husbands. Worse, she refuses to name which husband. And all three wives believe they have reason to
worry. . . The betrayed trio vow to stick together. But before the identity of Jessa's lover is revealed, each woman's deepest secrets
will be exposed for all to see—and they'll need each other more than ever. "A fast-paced, sexy romp." —APOOO Book Club
"Grabs your attention from the first page." —The RAWSISTAZ Reviewers "This novel is packed with unbelievable drama that
will capture readers from page one." —Books 2 Mention Magazine
«Таинственный сад» – любимая классика для читателей всех возрастов, жемчужина творчества Фрэнсис Ходжсон
Бернетт, роман о заново открытой радости жизни и магии силы. Мэри Леннокс, жестокое и испорченное дитя
высшего света, потеряв родителей в Индии, возвращается в Англию, на воспитание к дяде-затворнику в его поместье.
Однако дядя находится в постоянных отъездах, и Мэри начинает исследовать округу, в ходе чего делает много
открытий, в том числе находит удивительный маленький сад, огороженный стеной, вход в который почему-то
запрещен. Отыскав ключ и потайную дверцу, девочка попадает внутрь. Но чьи тайны хранит этот загадочный садик?
И нужно ли знать то, что находится под запретом?.. Впрочем, это не единственный секрет в поместье...
The Secret MistressDell Publishing Company
The Billionaire Boss's Forbidden Mistress
The Mistress of Paris
The Accidental Mistress
A Logical Man's Guide to Dangerous Women Novel
More than a Mistress
Time is money to drop-dead-gorgeous tycoon Matt Jacobs. But when he meets beautiful Ella Mackenzie at his best friend's
wedding, he decides to break his rule and make the most of his week off work—by spending it in bed with her! Strong-willed Ella
doesn't do sleepovers—but Matt's incredible lovemaking has got her hooked! So when their secret week between the sheets comes
to an end, Ella finds herself accepting the sort of indecent proposal she never thought she'd consider….
A bad bitch never dies and neither will Chloe’s deceitful ways. Ride with author, Tiphani in her third installment of the Mistress
Series as she tells a riveting tale about money, lust, and revenge. Between sexin' any man who can help her achieve her over the
top goals, and on a crazed path of revenge, Chloe shocks us all with her newfound tricks of the trade. She's come full circle with a
new man, new ammo, a fresh mission, and her old mischievous ways. You won't believe what she's got up her sleeve. Chloe
somehow regains her strength, and resumes her mission to kill Oshyn once and for all. Everything seems to be going as planned,
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until Chloe s new man surprises her with a secret that will destroy her forever.
In a world of polite manners and forbidden pleasures, proper appearances rule the ton, but secret desires rule the heart. . . A
Wicked Proposal Sir Benedict Wayborn needs to find a proper young lady to become his wife. Instead he discovers an alluring
Irish beauty whose seductive beauty tempts him into making a most improper proposal--that she become his mistress. And once
she agrees, he plans to tease and touch her until she can take no more . . . A Wanton Desire Sir Benedict Wayborn's scandalous
proposition has not only shocked Miss CosimaVaughn, it has also awakened a wanton hunger deep within her. Propriety insists
she refuse his offer--and she does. But when circumstances force Cosima to don a disguise and become his secret mistress, she
discovers a world of carnal pleasures she cannot resist. . .
Aleister CrowleyÕs The Book of Lies is an important and complex work of occultism. Deciphering its many layers of hidden
meaning requires a little patience and more than a beginnerÕs knowledge of Thelema. For those interested in passing beyond the
initiate stage, the reward offered by a deeper understanding of this challenging text is well worth the effort. This new 2018 edition
of The Book of Lies from Kismet Publishing restores all of CrowleyÕs original text, including the important keys, sigils and
diagrams often omitted from reprints.
One of the preeminent novels by French writer Alexandre Dumas, this swashbuckling tale follows a group of honorable 17thcentury swordsmen who must contend with powerful adversaries scheming against the queen. Determined to join the royal guard,
young d'Artagnan leaves his country home and travels to Paris, where he unintentionally angers Aramis, Athos, and Porthos, the
esteemed Three Musketeers. Eventually winning the trust and admiration of the formidable trio of fighters, d'Artagnan joins them
in their quest to thwart the plans of the sinister Cardinal Richelieu.
The Hunt for Dark Infinity
The True Story of Olimpia Maidalchini: The Secret Female Pope
The Three Musketeers
A Rogue's Game
Mistress of the Ritz
In her most captivating novel to date, Mary Balogh, the premier writer of Regency-era romantic fiction,
invites you into a world of scandal and seduction, of glittering high society and startling intrigue, as an
arrogant duke does the unthinkable-- he falls in love with his mistress. More Than a Mistress He is badtempered, reckless, a man superior in his abilities to charm and delight women. The greatest matrimonial
prize in all of Christendom, he is the scandalous Duke of Tresham. When a young woman interferes in his
Hyde Park duel, causing him to get shot, he hires her as his nurse, vowing that she will share his misery
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during his convalescence. Far too bold for her own good, Jane Ingleby is the kind of woman a man might find
beautiful were it not for her impudence. She questions the duke's every move, scolds his bad manners,
breaches his secrets, and touches his soul. When Tresham offers to set Jane up in his London town house,
love is the last thing on his mind. And hers. Trying to pretend it is strictly business, an arrangement she
must accept in order to conceal a dangerous secret, Jane suspects there is nothing more perilous than being
the lover of such a man. Yet as she gets past his devilish facade and sees the noble heart within, she
discovers the greatest jeopardy of all--a passion that drives her to risk everything on one perfect month with
the improper gentleman who thinks love is for fools. Hailed by critics as "sensual," "unforgettable," "a
matchless storyteller,"* Mary Balogh has captured the hearts of readers with her novels of breathtaking
romance. In More than a Mistress she dazzles us once again with a love story that sizzles with wit and
sensuality--a rare gem of wondrous storytelling that holds readers enthralled from first page to last.
*Romantic Times
FROM THE #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR OF PEOPLE WE MEET ON VACATION AND
BOOK LOVERS! A romance writer who no longer believes in love and a literary writer stuck in a rut engage
in a summer-long challenge that may just upend everything they believe about happily ever afters. Augustus
Everett is an acclaimed author of literary fiction. January Andrews writes bestselling romance. When she
pens a happily ever after, he kills off his entire cast. They’re polar opposites. In fact, the only thing they
have in common is that for the next three months, they're living in neighboring beach houses, broke, and
bogged down with writer's block. Until, one hazy evening, one thing leads to another and they strike a deal
designed to force them out of their creative ruts: Augustus will spend the summer writing something happy,
and January will pen the next Great American Novel. She’ll take him on field trips worthy of any rom-com
montage, and he’ll take her to interview surviving members of a backwoods death cult (obviously). Everyone
will finish a book and no one will fall in love. Really.
THE BEAUTY. THE SPY. AND THE BEHOLDER. From the beloved New York Times bestselling Madeline
Hunter comes this riveting historical romance, in which a darkly handsome nobleman is determined to
unmask a delicate and mysterious young beauty... A refugee from the war in France, Marielle Lyon has
established herself at the fringes of London society. Claiming to be the niece of an executed aristocrat,
Marielle welcomes the gossip that she is a spy. The more eyes she has watching her, the better protected
she is—and the better chance she has of saving her father’s life. A warrior at heart, Alban Norwood, Viscount
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Kendale, would still be in uniform if not for his older brother’s untimely death. After all he’s seen, Kendale
doesn’t trust the French—or their femmes fatales. He has set up a surveillance network to ferret out
undercover agents, and he believes he’s found one in the delicate, mysterious Marielle. Ready to pounce on
his tempting prey, Kendale arranges a meeting with Marielle, who is more beautiful and more cunning than he
anticipated. But the Viscount is ready to do whatever it takes to unmask her—even if it means playing a game
of seduction⋯
"Comtesse Valtesse de la Bigne was a celebrated nineteenth-century Parisian courtesan. She was painted by
Manet and inspired Emile Zola, who immortalized her in his scandalous novel Nana. Her rumored affairs with
Napoleon III and the future Edward VII kept gossip columns full. But her glamorous existence hid a dark
secret: she was no Comtesse. She was born into abject poverty, raised on a squalid Paris backstreet; the
lowest of the low. Yet she transformed herself into an enchantress who possessed a small fortune, three
mansions, fabulous carriages, and art that drew the envy of connoisseurs across France and Europe. A
consummate show-woman, she ensured that her life--and even her death--remained shrouded in just enough
mystery to keep her audience hungry for more. Catherine Hewitt's biography, The Mistress of Paris, tells
the forgotten story of a remarkable French woman who, though her roots were lowly, never stopped aiming
high."--Provided by publisher.
A New York Times Top Ten Book of the Year and National Book Award finalist, Pachinko is an
"extraordinary epic" of four generations of a poor Korean immigrant family as they fight to control their
destiny in 20th-century Japan (San Francisco Chronicle). NEW YORK TIMES NOTABLE BOOK OF 2017 * A
USA TODAY TOP TEN OF 2017 * JULY PICK FOR THE PBS NEWSHOUR-NEW YORK TIMES BOOK CLUB
NOW READ THIS * FINALIST FOR THE 2018DAYTON LITERARY PEACE PRIZE* WINNER OF THE
MEDICI BOOK CLUB PRIZE Roxane Gay's Favorite Book of 2017, Washington Post NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER * #1 BOSTON GLOBE BESTSELLER * USA TODAY BESTSELLER * WALL STREET
JOURNAL BESTSELLER * WASHINGTON POST BESTSELLER "There could only be a few winners, and a
lot of losers. And yet we played on, because we had hope that we might be the lucky ones." In the early
1900s, teenaged Sunja, the adored daughter of a crippled fisherman, falls for a wealthy stranger at the
seashore near her home in Korea. He promises her the world, but when she discovers she is pregnant--and
that her lover is married--she refuses to be bought. Instead, she accepts an offer of marriage from a gentle,
sickly minister passing through on his way to Japan. But her decision to abandon her home, and to reject her
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son's powerful father, sets off a dramatic saga that will echo down through the generations. Richly told and
profoundly moving, Pachinko is a story of love, sacrifice, ambition, and loyalty. From bustling street markets
to the halls of Japan's finest universities to the pachinko parlors of the criminal underworld, Lee's complex
and passionate characters--strong, stubborn women, devoted sisters and sons, fathers shaken by moral
crisis--survive and thrive against the indifferent arc of history. *Includes reading group guide*
No Man's Mistress
The Secret Mistress Arrangement
His Secret Mistress
Millionaire Mistress
Now a Bride (Short Story)
Critics call her “a veritable treasure, a matchless storyteller” (Romantic Times). Readers have fallen in love with Mary
Balogh’s sparkling blend of wit and romance. Now this dazzling writer sweeps us back to Regency England, into a world
of dangerous secrets and glittering intrigue, as a dashing lord meets his match in a fiery beauty who vows to be ... No
Man’s Mistress. The dark, devastating stranger rode into the village fair and wagered twenty pounds at the throwing
booth — for a chance to win the daisies in Viola Thornhill’s hair. The Gypsy fortune teller had warned: “Beware of a tall,
dark, handsome stranger. He can destroy you — if you do not first snare his heart.” Recklessly Viola flirted, then danced
with him around the Maypole. And then came his delicate, delicious kiss. Viola did not regret that she had let down her
guard — until the next morning, when he appeared at her door to claim her beloved Pinewood Manor. Lord Ferdinand
Dudley won her home in a game of cards! Viola hated him for trying to take everything, including her soul. She was
mistress of Pinewood Manor. Yet Dudley refused to leave, even as his conscience rebelled at compromising this
beautiful innocent whose only proof of ownership was a dead earl’s promise. Dudley held the deed, but at what cost?
Each day under the same roof brought its share of temptation, intimacy, and guilt. But Viola knew it was a battle she
could not afford to lose. Marriage was out of the question, and she would be no man’s mistress. Even as Dudley’s
unnerving presence, his knowing smile, threatened to melt her resolve. Against his better judgment, Lord Ferdinand
Dudley was beguiled. This maddening beauty had stirred him as no woman had before. And he was bound and
determined to make her his own. At once sensuous, whimsical, and wonderfully romantic, Mary Balogh’s new novel
holds us in thrall, bringing to life a love story that sizzles with passion and originality.
The Book of Lies
The Mistress of Auschwitz
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Message from a Mistress
My Fair Mistress
Rules For Being A Mistress
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